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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Follow the order very carefully in materials and methods as well as results and discussion
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If the journal did not specify it, go for Acta Biomaterialia.
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Starts with the exact same information

We are allowed to arrange the supplementary section as we wish

This section will be published as we send it to the journal

Of course, Supplementary section is subjected to revision
Introduction

1. Introduction

Ideally 3 Paragraphs

Background of study
(what other researchers have done before)

Problem statement
(What are the drawbacks and deficiencies of the pervious works)

Our solution to the problems
(what we are going to do)

Guide your paragraph towards the fact that with all the previous problems there is a major need for a new technology ....

Do not include any results in the introduction (be general)

What we have done?
Why we have done?
What are the advantages?

This is basically the place that you should cite as many papers as you can

Try to find papers from your intentional journals and cite them in introduction
Methodology

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Use full name for the materials or methods (only the first time in the text) followed by abbreviation
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Mention the name of the manufacturer and the country for every single material you use
Chloroform (CHCl₃, Sigma, US) or Dimethylformamide (DMF, Thermo Fisher Scientific, US)

2.2. Fabrication of Sample X

2.3. Preparation of Sample X

2.4. Synthesis of Sample X

2.5. Analysis of Sample X by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

2.6. Analysis of Sample X by atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Fig. 1. SEM
Fig. 2. AFM

Same trend MUST be applied in results and discussion
Results and discussion

You have the pictures ready → Start writing about them

Follow the order strictly

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Morphology analysis of Sample X by SEM
3.2. Morphology analysis of Sample X by AFM

- Be honest with your data
- Don't be afraid of your failures

You can not only become a savior but also receive lots of citations

Connect your data nicely. Defend your findings by citing related papers.
Make a strong sense out of the information that you are reporting
Refer back to the previous analysis and make a perfect bridge between your data
Try to remind the readers what were the objectives and sub-objectives of your work
Show them one by one where you meet those sub-objectives

Wrap up your story strongly; the last paragraph better to be quite epic
to leave a good impression on the readers including the editors, reviewers as well as scientific community
Abstract, conclusion & keywords

Abstract and conclusion are basically one thing

Reword versions of one document

NO!

Very concise but very impressive
Be general but emphasize the point of the work
That’s where you sell your work
Makes it as attractive as possible
Design a graphical abstract

References

Detailed information

No numerical results
(Except very general ones)

No abbreviation

Keywords are very important
That’s how researchers find your paper
Use essential words that bring up your name by the search engines

Remember that keywords don’t have to be necessarily taken from the abstract
General considerations

Use the given format by the journal
Use recent papers to cite in order to show you are updated
It is not professional to cite websites unless it is a very special case!
Books, book chapters, conference papers, or official reports can also be cited
Check the citations before submission. Do not trust EndNote! It’s just a software

Specific considerations

To make the journal happy you need to cite their recent publications (past 2 years)

Cite between 2-8 papers from that particular journal. This strongly depends on the appetite of the journal!

You can find it out by checking recently published papers by that particular journal. Check how many papers from the journals they have cited! Do the same!

This is how journals upgrade their impact factors! Nonetheless, you should remember that they are not going to compromise their reputation by accepting a weak manuscript even if you cite 100 of their papers.
How to choose the reviewers?
(VIMP)

In most of the journals, we are allowed to suggest 3 potential reviewers.

A reviewer must **NOT be**
- From the same affiliation
- A colleague or collaborator
- Unrelated to your area of research

A reviewer **MUST be**
- At least a PhD
- Aware of your area of research

*Picky reviewer*

What to consider when choosing reviewers?

Don’t forget to cite their recent papers!!! This makes them happy with your paper!

Don’t pick the big names! They are very skeptical and they really don’t need your citations

Choose them from moderate affiliations! They will have a better understanding for you!